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Executive Summary

WAIORA (Water Allocation Impacts on River Attributes) is a decision support

system designed to predict whether a proposed low flow will have adve¡se impacts

on the following stream parameters:

. daily minimum dissolved oxygen

o daily mean and maximum water temperature

o total ammonia concentrations

o instream habitat (width, depth and velocity) for aquatic life.

A number of simplified models have been developed and incorporated into

WAIORA Version 1:Prototype to predict changes in these parameters with flow,

and to enable the user to estimate l-day median annual low flows for sites where

there are no detailed flow records. The theoretical and mathematical backgrounds

to these simplified models, and details on how the models were incorporated into

WAIORA are described in this technical report on modelling.
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1. GENERALISED MEDIAN ANNUAL LO\ry FLO\il ESTIMATOR

CHARLES PEARSON, NTWA, CHRTSTCHURCH

1.1 Introduction

In this section, a general median armual low flow MALF) estimator, initially

developed for the Auckland region using a regional estimator and low flow data, is

explained for implementing in WAIORA. The procedure follows the decision tree

described below. MALF is the median of a sample of annual minimum one day

duration mean flows.

Selecting the MÄLF estimator

Do you have any low flow data at or nearby this site that you wish to use to estimate

MALF? CYng

If '1.I", go to "Regional MALF Estimator"

If "Y", are the data atthe site of interest? Gnq

If "N", go to'l.IearbyDataMAlF Estimator"

If "Y", go to "At-site Data MALF Estimator"

At-site data MALF estimator

Do you have two or more years of continuous flow data from a waterlevel recorder at

the site?

If "N", go to "Less than two years of continuous flow data MAIF estimator"

If ")f', ente¡ the sample of annual minimum one day du¡ation mean flows (using the

1 July to 30 June definition for each year).

Estimate the median and its standard error from the sample as:

Median.r:

L Rank data, sample size n

2. Middle value is median for n odd

3. Mean of middle two values is median for n even

St¿ndard Error x,:

1. Estimate sample standard deviation

t.2

1.3

(1)
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2. Standard error of the median is

s
x, =l'25-\ln

1.3.1 Less than two years of continuous flow data MALF estimator

Flow data at the site are either spot low flow gaugingdata or less than two years of

continuous flow data from the water level recorder at the site, or both of these types

of information. This is not enough data to estimate MALF from these data only. You

need to augment any estimator of MALF that you derive from these data by the

"Regional MALF Estimator".

Do you have two sutnmers of continuous flow data from a wate¡-level recorder at the

site? (YAI)

If "fl"r, go to the footnote below.

If "Y", enter the two summer minimum one day duration mean flows'

Estimate the median and its standard error from the sample:

Medianx:
In this case sample size n = 2 so the median is the same as the mean

Standard Error x,:

Estimate sample standard deviation

(2\

¡)- (3)

Standard error is

s
7.25 ¡-\ln

I Do you have one stunmer of continuous flow data from a water-level recorder at the site?

(Y/¡Ð
If 'N", go to "Spot Low flow gauging MALF estimator".

If .,y,, õnter the slllnm€r mi"itmm one day duration mean flow, and an estimate of its

standard error as the MALF (suggest t 50o/o, in L/s). ,--
æ
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1.3.2 Spot low flow gauging MALF estimator

From the spot low flow gaugingdata.that are available at this site, set up a regression

èquation using these data and the corresponding flows from the same day from one o¡

more nearby sites which have continuous sfieamflow record' Obtain the MALF for

the nearby sites (using the WAIORA MALF estimator), and use the regression

equation with these MALF estimates to estimate MALF at your site' Record the

standard erro¡ of estimate of the regression as the standard error for MALF' Enter the

estimated MALF and standard error (both in L/s)'

Nearby data MALF estimator

If no flow data (continuous or spot gauging) exist at a site, data from a site close by

on this river or from a neighbouring catchment can be used to estimate MALF' This

estimate should be combined with the Regional MALF Estimate. Note that in this

version of WAIORA, the Regional MALF estimator has been configured for the

Auckland region and should not be applied elsewhere.

Enter the number (z) of nearby sites you wish to use.

Provide MALF x, (in Vs) for each of the neighbouring sites (i = 1, 2, ' ', m)by

running through *o WefOnA MALF Flow Estimator for each of these sites, or

obtaining these estimates from Table 1-1.

Provide catchment area(A,, in krn2) for each of these sites'

Provide weights (w,) ranging f¡om 0.1 to 0.9 for the importance of these sites to

the site you wish to estimate MALF for, where 2w,= 1. Weights could reflect

distance from study site, size of river, climate regime, catchment vegetation, or a

combination of these.

Provide catchment area (A, in lcn2) for your site.

MALF estimator is

, = AI,(r,x, / A,) Ø)

Provide an approximation of the standard error of this MALF estimate (suggest

+ 50Yo, in L/s)

Regional MALF estimator

A regional estimator for MAIF has been developed for the Auckland region' It uses

estimated MALF, catchment area (A, in hn2) and a hydrogeology index (ff) from 31

catchments with continuous flow records in the Auckland region (see Table 1-1).

The Regional MALF Estimator is not valid for any other region of New Zealand, but

similar estimators can be developed for other regions'

J.

4.

1.

2.

5,

6.

7.

1.5
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1.6

1. Provide catchment area(A, in hn2) for the site.

2, Obtain an estimate of catchment-averagehydrogeology index (I/) 2

3. Regional MALF estimator is

x= A l0 (o.es3.o.r6erÐ(in L/s).

4. The standard error of this MALF estimate is + 50% (in L/s).

(s)

Final MALtr'estimator

It is advisable to combine the best at-site MALF estimator with the regional MALF

estimators if there are less than two years of record at a site and if the site is in the

Auckland region. The,best at-site estimator in this case will be the highest ranked of

these three estimators:

1. Less than two years of continuous flow data MALF estimato¡

2. Spot Low flow gauging MALF estimator

3. Nearby Data MALF Estimator

Enter the best at-site MALF estimator and its standard error (ø, a,), in units of L/s'

Enter the regional MALF estimator and its standard error (r, r), in units of L/s if you

are in the Auckland region.

Then the final combined MALF estimator is:

x=sr+(l-s)a

[where the weighting factor is1"= a,2l (a,2+ r,2))

and x's standard error is xr='nÂ's r,

(6)

(7)

(8)

1.7 Example

Flow data were available from the Auckland

Sfeam (site number 45705, A = 80.6 km2 -

catchment from 21 February 1996 to 13 August

Regional Council for the Waiteitei

Pearson 1997) in the Hoteo River

1997. This period contains one fuIl

2 The hydrogeology index (11) is in Table 1-l below for a number of Auckland catchments' It

ranges from 1 for rock types of very low (slow) water tansmissibility to 8 for high (fast)

tansmissibility rock types. Estimate I/ for your catchment using a value from a nearby

catchment given in Table 1-1. More objective estimates can be derived using Hutchinson's

(1990) definitions of .É/ and the Land Resources Inventory (Newsome 1992)'
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summer period (say November 1996 - March 1997). From the data, the summer one

day minimum flow was 192 Lls for the 24-how period beginning 3'15pm on 17

February 1997. (In Tideda this is obt¿ined using process "pmove".)

The "Less than two years of continuous flow data MALF estimator" would therefore

be 192+ 96L/s.

As an example only, monthly low flows from the Waiteitei flow record were assumed

to be spot low flow gaugings. A linea¡ regression of these dat¿ with the flows on the

same day at the downstream Hoteo at Gubbs site (45703, A = 268 km2) was carried

out. Substituting the at-site MALF for Gubbs (306 Vs, see Table 1-1) into the

resulting regression equation gave 96 + Ll2 L/s as the 'Waiteitei "Spot Low flow

gauging MALF estimator", where the standa¡d eror was estimated from the

regression.

Note that if there were no flow dat¿ for the Waiteitei site, and it was felt that the true

MALF at the site would be a 60%-40%o mix of nearby 'Waiwhiu (site 45702, A : 8.03

1cm2, at-site MALF = 23.9 L/s) and the Gubbs site, then Nearby Data MALF

Estimator x for Waiteitei would be (from Equation 4):

x= A2,(wixi/ Ai)

: 80.6 * [ (0.6 * 23.9/ 8.03) + (0.4 * 306 / 268)]

= 218 + 109 L/s

In this example, the "less than two years of continuous flow data MALF estimator" is

the best at-site estimator available, i.e., a = L92Lls.

For the regional estimator, if it was felt that the hydrogeology of the Waiteitei

catchment was similar to both the Gubbs and Waiwhiu catchments, an average of

these two ^[/ values could be used, i.e. taking the values from Table 1-1 gives an

estimate of H= 4.2L for the Waiteitei catchment. The "Regional MALF Estimator" is

therefore:

r : A l0 (0.e53 - 0. l6e /r)

= 80.6 * 10 @.e53 -o.l6e ' 4.21)

= 141 + 70Lls

(e)
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The recommended final MALF estimate is the best at-site estimate combined with the

regional estimate. The best at-site estimate is c = 192 + 96 Us, from the flow data

recorded at the site during the L996/97 swnmer. The "Final MALF Estimator" for

Waiteitei is therefore:

x=?ur+(1 -À)a

:0.65t141 +0.35*I92

= 159 t 56 Us.

where x, = 56 L/s was estimated using Equation 8.
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Table 1-1. Table of catchment data used to develop the Auckland regional MALF estimator.
Water level recording site numbers are given in'Walter (1,994). Symbols in Table 1-1

arei n - number of years of flow record; A - catclwtent area; P, DWP, H, S, V '
catchment average annual rainfall, soil depth weighted porosity index, hydrogeology
index, slope and vegetation index (see Hutchinson 1990, McKerchar 1991, and

Pearson 1991 fo¡ more details on these catchment characteristics).

DIWSite

No. (mm)(L/s

338

85

634

741

I 930

2770

324

97.8

s82

28.3

1060

80.7

3.46

0.752

t.07

62

66

794

1 3s0

702

205

13

23.9

7.00

7.2r

481

39.5

13.0

7.79

r28

306

MALF Std.Error ^S

381 9

5528

46611

46632

46644

46647

46651

46674

1316

3506

3722

4901

5513

5s 15

5516

5519

46609

466r2

46618

47804

48015

7604

45702

650 l
78i 1

85 16

43803

43807

43829

45311

45703

lll
t7

11s

63

162

384

67

16

59

3.0

r38

7.2

0.54

0.16

0.14

L4

4.0

6l
81

64

2T

1,.4

2.6

0.95

1.68

76

6.4

3.0

1.98

29

77

229

16.3

116

t62
544

707

4tr
20.s

222

11.1

302

12.5

0.630

0.155

0.t26
16.2

12.3

162

246

t22

23.3

11

8.03

7.97

t2.2

161

5t.6

11.6

4.66

155

268

1720

1720

2080

t740

1780

1740

1410

1610

1590

2080

r660

1 630

1600

1600

1600

1700

1,760

2030

2t90

1900

1650

1260

1600

r 570

1290

1360

t260

1250

1250

1400

1540

T6

l0
15

t7
25

23

22

I4
32

23

t2
2l
11

11

11

11

16

13

30

i3
15

13

2l
13

1l

10

19

10

10

i1
18

(dee)

LL.7 4.r3 16.9 1.35

1.0.2 1.94 12.6 r.2

12.8 1.39 15.3 r.zs

10.1 2.1 16.8 1.38

10.3 3.42 13.1 1.3

10.1 3.42 l2.l 1.2s

11.3 3.94 15.2 1.14

9.42 1.12 19.1 1.96

1t.4 3.4 l7.4 1,24

9.68 1 8.54 1.42

8.35 2.96 r2.4 r.28

10.0 1 18.9 1.57

10.1 1 18.0 2

10.1 1 18.0 2

10.1 1 18.0 2

10.3 1.07 18.8 1.61

10.3 r.29 15.9 1.s8

t2.2 1.75 15.8 1.38

11.8 2.33 17.4 1.49

1 1.5 1.53 29.3 1.91

8.8 r 26.4 2

2.42 5.65 9.01 1

6.t4 4 22.1 1.52

10.0 5.02 25.0 1.26

7.06 5.57 8.34 1.13

10.4 3.88 17.9 r.2

10.5 5.39 9.35 1.16

7.65 5.23 8.75 1

18.5 6.29 8.80 1

6.76 5.41 14.1, 1.25

7.29 4.42 r7.7 1.21
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2. MINIMT'M STREAIVI DISSOLVED OXYGEN CALCT]LATION PROCEDURE

GRAHAM MCBRIDE, NTIryA, HAMILTON

2.1 Introduction

This single-station procedure calculates the minimum daily stream dissolved oxygen

@O) as a function of stream flow at the "equilibrium point" downstream of an

abstuaction site. This minimum, which occurs a little after dawn, is the result of
night-time consumption of oxygen by the respiration of bacteria and plants in the

reach between the abstraction point and the equilibrium site. During the day

photosynthesis by plants causes the DO to rise again, and so, all other things being

equal, the diurnal cycle is identical from one day to the next.

A relatively r¡niform distribution of aquatic plants is assumed to be present in this

¡each. Depending on steam velocity and depth that reach may need to be rather long.

If the actual reach containing the plants is too much shorter than this dist¿nce, the

minimum DO at the end of the reach will not be accurate.

The mathematical background to the procedure is explained in the Appendix.

2.2 Assumptions

The procedure applies to shallow streams with a reasonably homogenous distribution

of aquatic plants in a reach upstream of a site. The mass of plants present is not

affected by changes in the low flows (through upstream abshactions).

The stream temperature is constant at the daily-average (øken from the stream

temperature procedure). This assumption enables us to use the simple direct

analytical solution to the problem presented by Chapra & Di Toro (1991). Otherwise,

much more complicated numerical solution procedures would be required. The

photoperiod duration used is 13 hours.

Reach-average stream velocify (t/) and depth (I) are related to stream flow (0) by

power laws: U æ. Ç and Y n d. Values of ø and å are taken from the habitat

component of WAIORA,

At the site some data need to be available for a particular "reference" f7ow, Q,4,.
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2.3 Data required

The data required fo¡ the "reference flow" are:

(a) The referenceflow

(b) The stream temperature (constant)

The mean daily temperatu¡e after absfraction is used.

(c) The estimated stream reaeration coeficient at 2trC at the reference flow
This can be calculated from equation 5 in the Appendix, i.e.,

(reaeration coefficient at20oc)",,"¡.,.n,.n 
"- 

= 5.248 per day (A)

which requires data on:

¡ Unr, the reach-average velocity at reference flow measured in metes per

second

. Y,"r, the reach-average depth at reference flow measured in metres.

On rare occasions an independent assessment of the coefficient may be

available (from a formal diurnal curve analysis).

(d) The stream community respiration rate at 2fC.
The WAIORA Help file contains some t¡pical values versus stream type.

(e) The "P/R" ratio

The ratio ofoxygen produced each day by photosynthesis to the oxygen

consumed by respiration over a 24-hour period. Note that this ratio is the 24

hour-average value PJR, not the daily maximum value PJR (see Appendix).

The WAIORA Help file contains typical values versus stream type.

(Ð "Q,0"

The ratio respiration rates 10 oC apart: Qro= 1.5 is typical.

2.4 Examples

2.4.1 Example 1

Take values for the Hoteo Stream catchment, Say we have measurements of reach-

average depth (I), reach-average velocity (Ø at a flow Q,"¡. We want to lsrow what

minimum DO we get at half that flow.

l4
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The data arci Qd,= 100 L/s, T= 23 oC, Y,q= 0.3 m, (J,4= 0.1m/s, R = 75 mglLlday,
PlR= 0.8, p,o= 1.5.

From (A), the estimated reaeration coefficient is 10.1 per day. Entering these data

and using the code in the Appendix (code "DOminq" which is embedded in
WAIORA) we get the following graphed result (Fignre 2-1) (obtained using

KaleidagraphrM-note that this graph was produced using ø = 0.6 and b = 0.4, so that

krn f3, as discussed later, in the Appendix). This shows, as expected, that the DO
drops dramatically when the flow is low enough.

DOmin(rng/L) - 
- DOmin(%satn)

cD
E
tr
Eoo

6 i ..-

100

80

60

40

20

tr,o
='
so
Ât

=

4

2

T = 23oC,k".,","0' = 10 1day, Qro = 1.5

*,",tto'= 15 mg/udaY, P/R = o'8'

Figure 2-1. Relationship between flow and minimum DO with kr= l1lday, community respiration
rate.R = 15 mg/Lld and P/R = 0.8.

2.4,2 Example 2

Take values for a steam with a lower reaeration coefficient.

The data are: Q,r, = 150 L/s, T = 23 oC, Y,rr: 1.0 m, U*¡: 0.05 m/s, R = 6 mgll-/day,
P/R = 0.6, Qro= 1..5.

From (A), the reaeration coefficient is 1.2 per day. Entering these data using the

DOminq code we get the following graphed result (Figure2-2).
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DOmin(mg/L) - 
- 

DOm¡n(%satn)

ct)
E
c.E

oo

6

4

2

tr,
o5
='
s
Ø
Ð

150 200

a(us)

Figure 2-2. Relationship between flow and minimum DO with þ= Llday, community respiration
rate ,R : 6 mg/L/d, and P/R = 0.6.

2.5 Extension for benthic processes

If the plant material is fixed to the stream bed, rather than distributed through the

water column, variation of the photosynthesis and respiration terms will need to be

changed. That is, instead of assuming them to be increasing linearly as the flow

decreases, we take them to be increasing linearly as the depth decreases.

This is simply handled in the FORTRAN programme DOminq (see the bold text in

the Appendix) by changing the statements:

pm = pmref/q

R = Rref/q

(q is the flow ratio, defined by q = QlQ,a) to

pm = pmref/y

R = Rref /y

where the depth ratio is y = Y/Y,4,, which would have to be obtained from the Habitat

module of WAIORA.
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Appendix: Mathematical background

The procedr¡res are built from the model of Chapra & Di Toro (1991). This model

explains the stream DO as the result of competition between th¡ee basic processesl

natural physical reaeration, plant photosynthesis, and plant/bacterial respiration.

Two main assumptions are invoked: using constant temperature, and using only a

single-station analysis (i.e., using only temporal gradients, ignoring spatial gradients).

Here we discuss these assumptions, develop the model for a given flow, and then

build in flow-variation.

Validity of assumptions

Constant temperature assumption

If water temperature (Z) varies throughout the day three aspects of the DO balance are

affected. These arc: reaeration, respiration and the saturation DO concentration.

The instantaneous reaeration coefficient (È) is corrected from a standardised value at

20"C using the temperature-correction factor of Elmore & V/est (1961)

k, = kl'o) xl.024lr-2o

where k|'o) i" the value of k, at zOoC.

The respiration rate [4, mg (Or) L-' ü'] at temperature I is related to its standardised

value at 20oC (i.e., À(20)) via à"Qro" factor, i.e.,

( ¿n(e,ù\r-20

^R=ft(20)1, * | Q)¡\-¡r 
\" )

so that if Qro:2 andT= 30oC, then R=2É20), as required.

The saturation concentration of oxygen in sea-level freshwater (denoted by C,",) is

given by the formula of Benson & K¡ause (l984-assuming zero salinity and

standard atmospheric pressure) :

Cro, :g-139.34411 + l.5757olxlosz-6.6423o8x101 22 + 1.243800*10loz3 '8'621949*lottza (3)

I
where Z - ----:- is reciprocal absolute water temperature.

T +273.16

(1)
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Experience to date applying constant-temperature and varying-temperature models3 to

the same data indicate that the combined effect of water temperature variations on

these three p¡ocesses is small, so long as the diurnal water temperature variation is

also "small" (say < 5oC).

Single-station as sumption

Suppose v/e can assume that the DO at a site exhibits substantial time variation, but at

any time spatial gradients along the stream are minimal. According to Chapra & Di
Toro (1991) this is tenable if there is a homogenous distribution of plants over a reach

3U*x)-
k2

kilometres upstream of the station. Here tJ* is the reach-average velocity (hn d-')

and kris the reach reaeration coefficient (d-r).

Now the standardised reaeration coefficient is related to reach-average velocity and

depth, e.g., by the O'Connor-Dobbins-Wilcock equation (O'Connor & Dobbins 1956,

1958 - as modified by V/ilcock l984a&b, and corroborated by 'Wanninkhof et al.

1e90):

k['o) = 5'24 (sy

where U is reach-average velocity (m s-r)-and so U* = 86.4U-and I is reach-

average depth. This equation is often appropriate for New Zealand streams (Wilcock

1982).

Substituting (5) into (4), ignoring the slight temperature effect (if T * 20oC), we

require that

x>50Jff

3 T\eDO24hr FORTRAN code for the consúant-temperature case and the DOFLO
ACSL code for the varying temperature case.
4 Vy'ilcock's amendment was to raise the proportionality constant in the formula of O'Connor &

(4)

(6)

U
yt

Dobbins by 40To, to 5.24-similar findings were later reported by Wanninkh of et al. (1990)'
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Table 2-1 gives the distances required to be able to ignore spatial gradients.

Table 2-1 Required homogenous upstream distances (¡, km) for single-station model

Reach-average

depth, Y(m)
Reach-average velocity, U(m s-r)

0.1 0.2 0.s 1.0

0.2

0.5

1.0

2.0

t.4

5.6

15.8

44.7

2.0

7.9

22.3

63.2

3.2

12.5

35.4

100.0

4.5

17.6

50.0

t41'4

This table indicates that the model is feasible only for shallow streams. Nevefheless

we shall use it as a preliminary guide to more detailed modelling that these

procedures may suggest.

Model equation and solution

These main features of the Chapra & Di Toro solution are depicted on Figure 2-3

The solution is obtained as two separate equations: one for the photoperiod, and one

for the dark period. Photosynthesis is assumed to follow a half-sinusoid during the

photoperiod. Being periodic @O at successive dawns are equal) the solutions do not

include an initial condition. Their distinguishing feature is that the DO minimum and

maximum are both contained within the photoperiod; the dark period solution is

monotonic-decreasing, Therefore we need only concern ourselves with this

photoperiod solution.

'We 
use the nomenclature of Chapra & Di Toro, except that their &, is our k2, and we

use days as the time unit (so their "T" : 1). However, we shall retain this T variable,

so that units can be clearly seen. It will not be italicised (to distinguish it from water

temperature, 7).

Dimensionless solutions are presented, because they lend themselves best to
nomograph presentation.
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Figure 2-3. Main features of a typical solution.

It is simplest to work in terms of the DO deficit (DOD)

D= C"r- C (7)

where D is DOD (mg L-t) and C is DO (mg L-'). This choice completely removes C,o,

until the final calculation, in which C = C,o,- D.

The DOD mass balance is written assuming that photosynthesis varies as a half-

sinusoid during the photoperiod, but is zero at night. It is

#=-k,D+.R-a-*[.i'(9,4 (8)

where I is time-since-dawn, P. is the maximum photosynthesis rate (occurring at

solar noon), and/is the photoperiod du¡ation (solar noon is at t =fl2).

The photoperiod DOD solution can be obtained simply in terms of dimensionless

photoperiod time (t) defined as

I
I

I

I

I

I

l

I

t

"=7
in which case the photoperiod DO deficit @' from Chapra & Di To¡o 1991) is

D, = l- ofsn(trr - e) + p-knl: o < r <t

(e)

(10)
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where the time-independent parameters are:

o=tan-.(*)

P^

(11)

(r2)o-

and

(13)

In fact the daily average photosynthesis rate (P,") is a more fi,urdamental parameter

than the maximum rate (P^).s It may be derived by simple integration of the

photosynthesis half-sinusoid over the photoperiod, as follows:

7=sin1a)[#]

(14)

Dependence on stream flow

Three quantities may be expected to vary with flow, i.e., k2, P,, and R. In so doing it
will be helpful to define the flow ratio as

q= 
Qt

(1s)

Reaeration

As already noted (see equation 5), fr2 depends on reach-average velocity and depth. In

turn, we note that these variables may often be related to the stream flow by simple

pou¡er equations of the form

u nQ"

and

(16)

Y nQP (t7)

5 Essentially because the average daily deficit can be shown to be (.R-P") lþ. T\is means that

o

fo¡ low reaeration, Pou must be very similar to rR for ¿ ¡s¿ningfirl solution to exist.

æ
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so that, by substituting (16) and (17) into (5):

d-3þ

krnQ 2 (18)

For a constant-width channel one could take a x 0.4 and b x 0.6, so that k, æ. fr ,but
the few reported values of the exponent are around -{.3 (Wilcock 1988 reported the

value {.324 for the Tarawera River). The difference is most probably attributable to

the influence of stream width varying with flow. Note that a negative exponent

means that the reaeration coefficient increases as the discharge is reduced-a self-

limiting effect.

Inserting (18) into (1) we obtain

k,(q,T) = nl?lrq x I.024lr-20 (1e)

Respiration røte

We assume that the respiration rate þer unit volume) increases proportionally as the

flow decreases (i.e., Q,"fr,4: QR), and so using (2) we obtain

ø-3þ
a

Photosynthesis rate

'We assume that the photosynthesis tate (per

proportionally as the flow decreases. The simplest

the "P/R" ratio as

(20)

unit volume) also increases

way of handling this is to define

R(q,T)=+(,^P)'"'

D

P/R=j-el
.R

(21)

from which one may compute P""(q) as P*= G/R)À (one can also calculate P, from

equation 14).

Solution of the equation

A FORTRAN progfam @Ominq) is listed in the following section (FORTRAN

program "DOminq"). It evaluates equations (1) and (7) to generate the graphs shown

in the examples section, i.e., for the minimum DO (C,iJ as a function of the stream

flow (Q= 7Q,"t).
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FORTRA¡Í program "DOminq"
This program evaluates the dimensional Chapra & Di Toro solution for DO.¡ as a

function of the flow ratio q.

PROGRÀM OOming
C Program to calculate minimum diur¡al DO as a funcÈion of river fIow, using
c Ehe piecewise eolutioB of Chapra & Di loro [\T. EDv. Eug. 11?(5): 640-655].
c Uses constant vaLues of f (I3 h), alpha (0.6) and beta (0,4), Use Eheir
c nomenclat,ure, except ka -> k2.

C Results for g = 1 checked against the original soluEion (via Do24hr.exe);
c e.9,, fot T = 23oC, Q1O = 1,5, k22}tef = 0.5 /day, R2Oref = 10.0 ng/t/day d
c P/R = 0.8, Doming gives Domin = 2.07tL99 mg/L, ¡.te can get a simiLar result
c (2,011196 mg/L) from DO24},;Í, uEing Q1O = 1.5, k2 = 0.531028 /d,
c Pav = 9.034775 ng/I'/d, R = 11 ,293469 ng/t /d. These last Èhree values are
c obEained by applying the required 3oC temperature correcÈion fact.or,

C Programmed by G B McBride (NIWA, PO Box 11-115, Hamilton, New Zeala¡d (email
c g.mcbride@niwa.cri,n;z, fax +64 ? 856-0151), Feb. t97

C This iE a sÈa¡d-alone program wrítten in MS FORTRAN 5.1.

C DeclaratíouE, open output file
REAI k2, k2Íef, kz2}tef, maxoav
OPEN (Unit=2, File='Dominq.out' )

wRrrE ( * , * ) , #############*####################################### '
wRrTE (*,i)'# DOmin vs. flow for Chapra & Di Toro stream model #r
WRITE (*,*¡ '4 Graham McBride, NIWA, HamilÈon, New Zea1a¡rd #t
WRITE (r,*¡ t4
WRITE (*, *¡ t4
WRITE (*,t¡ t¡
l{RfTE (*,*¡ t4
WRITE ¡*,*¡ tX

C Fixed inpuÈ and derived dat.a
Pi = 3.L41592654
alpha = 0,6
beta = 0.4
bigr = 1.
f = :-3./24.
nsfeps = 1000
maxoav = bigT*pi/ (2,*tl

February 1997

Outpu! ín Dominq.ouE
File header echoes all input

Can use Kaleidagraph to plot resulta

#r
#r
¿r
f

#'
#r

vfRrrE ( * . * ) , ##################################################*## ,

WRITE (r, *¡
WRITE (*,*)' The saturation DO is calculaÈed as a function of wate

>r t,emperature, using the'
WRfTE (*,*)' formuLa of Benson & Krause [1984, Limnol. & Oceanogr.

> 29(3) ? 620-6321.t
wRfTE (*,r) ' Reaeratíon íE correcÈed to actual water Èemperature u

>sing Èhe ELmore & llest. | '

wRrTE (*,*)'formula [ir, Sa¡, Eng, Div. ÀSCE 87(5A6):59-71]. Resp
>iration rate ígl
wRrTE (*.r)' correcÈed Èo actual hraÈer temperature by R =R2O*(oç(

> [1n(Qlo) ] /1ol ]) ^ (r-20) .'

C cet input data
WRfTE (*, *¡
WRITE (*,*)' You need Èo specify six varíables: t

WRfTE (*, r¡ t Qref. . .., .,L/s'
}IRITE (*'*¡ t T. '... .. '.. 'oC'
WRITE (*,*¡ t e10... .dimensioaless'
I{RITE (*,r)' k221ref .../day'
wRrTE (*,*¡r R2oref .....,m9/¡,/day,
WRITE 1t, t¡ , p/R. .. .dimensionLess'

wRrTE (*,t)' Enter these on the same line, separated by commas:
WRITE (*,t)' Qref, T, Q10, k220ref, R2Oref, P/R = ?

REÀD (*,*) Qref, T, Q10, k22Oref, R2Oref, PoverR

! Greek!
! U = const*e*iafpha
I D = cotrsÈ*Q*rbeEa

! = 1 day (using day units)
I photoPeriod

! time Êteps per phoÈoPeriod
! Pm:Pav
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C Reference values of k2, R. Pav and Pn, at q=1 and temperature T
k2ref = k22orefil.024tii (T_20. )

Rref = R2orefr (EXp ( (r,oc (Q10) l /10. ) ) '* (T-20. )

Pavref = PoverR*Rref
Pmref = maxoav*Pavref

C DO Ealuration [Benson & Krause, L&O 29 (3): 620-632]
z = L./(r + 273.L61
csaÈ = exp ( -139 ,344LL + 1 ,5?5?01E05* (z) - 6.642308EO1r (zlr2l

> + 1.243800810* (zii3) _ 9.621949811* (2**4) )

C Fí1e header
WRITE (*, *¡
wRrTE (t. r¡ ' Domín vs, g resulls for: '
WRITE (r,10) Qref, T, Q10, k22otef, R2oref, PoverR
WRIIE (r,11) CsaE, k2ref. pavref, prnref, Rref
wRrTE (*,12)
WRITE (2,*)' SKIP FIRST ELEVEN IJTÑES FOR KÀTJEIDAGRJAPI{ INPUTI
WRITE (2, t)
wRrrE (2,*)' ###########################*'
Ì{RITE (2,t) ' # DOmin vs. Q results for: #'
wRIrE (2,r)' ############################'
WRITE (2, i)
WRITE (2.10) Qref, T, Q10, k220ref, R2oref, PoverR
WRITE (2,11) Csat. k2ref, Pavref, Pnref, Rref
wRrTE (2, r)
wRrTE (2,12)

C StarÈ q cycle (1o910 Ecale)
qmÐ< = 2.O
gmin = 0 '1
nglines = 50 ! no. of g lines
nginc =nglines-1 lno.ofqincrements
glinc = (LOc10(g*a:.) - Loclo(gmin))/nginc ! consta¡t log(q)increment
DOlng=I,ng]ines
IF (nq .EQ, 1) THEN

g = qmin
ELSE
q = g* 116**qlinc)

ENDIF

C Calcu1aÈe k2, R., Pm for current value of q
k2 = lçf,¡sf* ( g*f ( (afpt¡a_3 , *beEa) /2. ) )

P¡n = P¡¡ref/q
R = Rref/q

C St.eady coefficients, as defined by Chapra & Di Toro
theÈa = ATÀr¡2 (pi,k2if )
gamma = srN(Ehera) * (1. + EXp(-k2i (bigT-f) )) / (t. - ExP(-k2*bisT) )

sigma = Pm/SQRT(k2*k2 + pi*pÍl(f*f) )

C Step Èhrough photoperiod to find Cnrin (tau = E/f, dimensionless)
DO4ntau=o,DsEeps
tau = REÄL (ûÈau) ,/RE:AL (nstseps)
D1 = R/k2 - sigmar(SIN(pi*Èau-theta) + gamma*ExP(-k2*f*Èau))
C =Csat-Dl
IF (ntau .EQ. -0) Cmin = C

fF (C .IJT. Cmin) Cmin = C

4 coMfINuE ! end tau looP

c write resulÈs Èo screen (every fifth value) and file (a11 values)
IF (MOD(ng,5).EQ. O) WRrTE (*,21) g*Qref, Crnin, Cmin*100.,/Csat
V{RITE (2,21) g*Qref, Cmin, Cmin*100.,/Csat

1 CoNTINUE I end q loop

C Format statenenÈE
10 FORMAT('Qref ='.F4.O,t !'/E, T =r,F4.1,roC, Q10 = ',F3.1,t' k220

>ref = 
"F4,1,' 

/d,'/ ' R2oref = 
"F5,2,t 

mg/|,/d, P/R = 
"F3.1)11 FORMÀT( rso: DOsat = ',F9.6,1 mg/I', k2ref = ', F8.5,' /d, Pavref

>= r,F9.6,' ng/r'/è,r/' Pmref = ',F9.6,' rr(g/I'/d', Rref = t,F9'6,' n.g/
>L/d')
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3. ESTIMATING STREAM WATER TEMPERATURE CHANGES CAUSED BY
ABSTRACTION

J C RUTmRIORD, NTWA, HAMILTON

3.1 Introduction

This section describes an approximate method of predicting steam water temperature

for incorporation in the WAIORA Decision Support System. Results are presented

comparing predictions with those made using a more sophisticated heat balance

model.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Introduction

Water temperature is commonly estimated using a heat balance equation, which

includes a series of highly non-linear formulae for predicting the surface heat fluxes

resulting from short-wave radiation from the sun, long-wave radiation from the

atmosphere, long-wave radiation from the water, evaporation and conduction to the

atmosphere, and bed conduction. The NTWA model STREAMLINE solves these

equations numerically to predict water temperature in shaded sfteams @utherford et

a1.,1997). The STREAMLINE model is too cumbersome to be incorporated directly

into WAIORA and a simplified method is required. Edinger et al. (1974) describe a

suitable method, based on the concept of 'equilibrium' temperature.

3.2.2 Equilibriumfsmperature

The equilibrium temperature is the water temperature at which the net surface heat

flux is zero. It varies throughout the day, being highest at solar noon on a cloudless

day and lowest at night. The equilibrium temperature can be estimated from the heat

balance equations using an iterative process. This was done using the heat balance

equations in the STREAMLINE model (Rutherford et al. 1997) for comparison with

the simplified model of Edinger et al. (1974).

To a reasonable approximation the diurnal variation in equilibrium temperature is

sinusoidal

E = E."on + Eo,,o sin(jr) (1)

where I = time (s), i = 2nat (s't), a¡: l/86400 (s'') and E^*, & E',p= daily mean &
amplitude of diurnal variations in equilibrium temperature (C). Note that / is zero at
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solar noon. Edinger et al. (1974) show that to a reasonable approximation, the

equilibrium temperature is

H
E = D *"solarKQ)

where H,oto, = g¡oss solar radiation (W m-2), D = dew point temperature (C) and K :
surface heat exchange coefficient (W m-t C'').

þ- tn(RII) -273 (3)

A+273 5347 5

where .RF/ = relative humidity as a fraction (0 < R// < l) and A = air temperature (C).

The surface heat exchange coefficierrt, K, can be estimated using the heat balance

equations once the equilibrium temperature is lcrown: K is the ratio of the net surface

heat flux divided by the excess temperature , E-T. It is a weak function of temperature

and varies with wind speed. Values of K tabulated in the literature lie in the range 30-

200 W m-2 C-r.

3.2.3 Far-field water temperature

The water temperature lags behind the equilibrium temperature and has a smaller

diurnal range. If a waterbody is exposed fo¡ a long enough time (several days) to a
regular sinusoidal pattern of solar radiation and air temperature, then water

temperature varies approximately sinusoidally.

T(t¡ = T^"on * 1,0 sin(¡çt - t")) (4)

where T,*, & To*= daily mean & amplitude of diurnal variations in water

temperature (C), and f, is the time lag (in seconds) between solar noon and daily

maximum water temperature (typically 1-4 hours). Edinger et al, (1974) showed that

if the equilibrium temperature follows Eq. 1 then water temperature is

T¡(t) = E,"on * t",rffisin(i(r -t")) (s)

where k*: I{/pC} (s'') and the time lag between daily maximum E and lis

," =\r^-t(t) (6)

The¡e are three important features of Eq. 5. First, the daily mean water temperature

does not vary with depth so that T,*n = E,*,. Second, the amplitude of the diumal

variation in water temperature depends on fr* which is inversely proportional to

depth: the deeper the stream, the smaller the diurnal variation in water temperature.

Third, Eq. 5 only applies at the downstream end of a long uniform reach where a
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dynamic equilibrium has been reached. Thus Eq. 5 is adequate a long way

downsteam from the abstraction point (i.e., in the far-field) and hence is given the

symbolT/t)

3.2.4 Near-fÌeld water temperature

Close to the absfaction point water temperatures are intermediate between the initial
(upstream) temperature and the far-field temperature given by Eq. 5. To quantifu

this effect, temperature predictions made using Eq. 5 were compared with predictions

made using the heat balance equations in the STREAMLINE model over a wide range

of water depths. For each depth, the time constant, k, was estimated for the rate at

which the heat balance model predictions approached those of Eq. 5. The nea¡-field

temperature is:

T(c,t) = TrQ)0- exp(-kr)) - T"(t)exp(-kr) (7)

where T = nea*fteld water temperature (C) a time of travel ø along the reach at time

t, To(t) = temperature at the upstream end of the reach (C) at time l, t = time of travel

along the reach (hours), and Tlt) = far-field temperature (C) predicted by Eq. 5.

Note that To, T.t & T vary with time throughout the day, and so Eq. 7 applies at a
particular time ¡. Clearly, for large r, T - Tuwhile for r,= 0, T = To.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Equilibriumtemperature

Values of equilibrium temperature, E, were calculated from Eq. 2 using a daily mean

value of I = 20 C, constant RH= 0.90 and K= 50 V/ m'2 C''. Solar radiation varied as

a half-sinusoid with a daily maximum of 1090 W m-2 (typical of a cloudless summer

dÐ. Eq. 2 gives an equilibrium temperature which is constant at night (D) and

follows a half-sinusoid during the day (squares in Figure 3-1). A complete sinusoid

was fitted to this pattern which had the same mean and the same amplitude (line in

Figure 3-1). Figure 3-2 compares the fitted sinusoid from Figure 3-l with values of ,E

calculated using the heat balance equations. Results were identical for a range of
depths. The match, while not perfect, is satisfactory and gives us confidence in using

Eq. 2 to estimate equilibrium temperature.

Estimates of K were made using the heat balance equations by dividing the net

surface heat flux by E-7. There was considerable variability in individual estimates

of K, atcertain times of the day. The averagevalue of Kranged from 45-50 W m-2 C-l

for depths in the range 0.1-5m which corroborates ouÍ average value of 50 W m-' C-'

st¿ted above. Published values for cooling ponds, lakes and rivers range from 30-200
'W m'2 C-r.

28
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Figure 3-1; Equilibrium temperature given by Eq. 2 (squares) and the fitted sinusoid with the
same mean and amplitude (line).
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Figure 3-2. Comparison of equilibrium temperatues estimated using a heat budget model (thick
line) and Edinger's approximation (Eq. 2, thin line).
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3.3.2 Time constant

For a wide range of water depths the time constant was estimated for the rate at which
the heat balance equation predictions approached those of Eq. 5. As expected, the

rate constant was large for shallow steams but decreased with increasing st¡eam

depth (Figure 3-3). A close approximation is given by the line

30

1

t =zsh

where k=rate constant (l/hour) andh= water depth (m).

(8)

125

100

=7so

{s0

Figure 3-3. Variation of the rate constant with water depth. A low rate constant means that the
stream quickly reaches equilibrium. The fitted line is ,t = L/25h, where k = rate
constant (llhour) and h = water depth (m).

3.3.3 Near-field and far-field water temperature

Figure 3-4 compares water temperatures predicted using Edinger's approximate

model (Eq. 5) and the heat balance equations of the SEGMENT model. As expected,

the shallow stream (0.1m) reached a dynamic equilibrium very quickly and the two

models predicted similar diurnal temperature pattems after about one day. The deep

stream (5m) took 15 days to reach equilibrium, at which time the two models

predicted simila¡ diumal temperature pattems. Note that the diurnal temperature

variation in the deep stream was much smaller than in the shallow stream, but the

daily mean temperatures at equilibrium were the same.

æf
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Figure 3-4. Comparison of water temperature patterns predicted using Eq. 5 (dashed line) and a

heat balance equation (solid line) for two water depths.
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4. PREDICTTON OF STREAM DEPTH, VELOCITY AND WIDTH

rAN JOWETT, NTWA, HÄMILTON

4.7 Introduction

The aim of habitat measurements is to predict how stream depth and velocity change

with flow. Instream habitat surveys characterise rivers by sampling water depths and

velocities in a range of habitats. A quick habitat assessment cannot afford to measure

the variety of habitats available in a stream nor the distribution of depths and

velocities within these habitats. The alternative is to estimate the average steam

characteristics from measurements in runs. The variation in depth and velocity will
depend on stream bpe. Water depth and velocity in a run habitat is intermediate

between depth and velocity in pools and riffles, so that the hydraulic characteristics of
a run will often represent the reach-average characteristics of a river with pools, runs,

and riffles.

Some streams are inherently variable, whereas others, like those with stable flow

regimes, are uniform, This degree of variability is largely independent of the

magnitude of flow, so that an assessment of suitability of depth and velocity based on

average characteristics will include an element of variability which is dependent upon

stream type.

Calculation of habitat variation with flow

Data requirements

These are at first calibration flow:

o discharge

. mean depth (in runs)

. mean water surface width

at the second calibration flow:

o discharge

. mean change in water level between first and second calibration flows

. mean water surface width

In this context, habitat is the average water depth and velocity. Other characteristics

such as substrate and habitat variability are assumed not to vary with flow.

4.2

4.2.1
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The basic flow equation for calculation of flow from width and average depth and

velocity is:

Q=WxYxV (1)

where Q is flow, W\lu:,dth, Y average depth and Vthe average velocity.

For any flow, the width, depth, or velocity can be calculated if the other two
parameters are lcrown.

4.2.2 Theory

Typically, river width varies with the square root of discharge, but this relationship

can vary considerably from stream to stream depending on the channel shape and the

hydraulic controls that determine how river level varies with discharge. Thus, to

calculate how width varies with discharge we must calculate or estimate how the

width changes with level and how the level varies with discharge.

dW dW dY--:-- x -: (2)dQ dY dg

Given relationships between level and width (channel shape) and level and discharge

(rating curve) it is possible to calculate velocity for any flow from the basic flow
equation.

Depth and level are used interchangeably in this section because equations presented

late¡ can be formulated either in terms of level or mean depth.

4.2.3 Average channel depth

Typically Y, the average depth, is half the maximum depth I,", (Figure 4-1).

However, this relationship is not good for deeper channêls (> 1.4 m maximum depth,

Figure 4-1), where there can be up to 25% error in avel'age depth if estimated from

maxirnum depth alone. It is relatively easy to measure water depth. A good

measurement of average depth can be obtained by measuring the maximum depth

plus four other depth measurements, with the measu¡ements spaced at approximately

equal intervals across the channel (Figure 4-2).
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Figure 4-1. Relationship between average depth of a cross-section and maximum depth for 73

New Zealand rivers.

Figare 4-2, Spacing of depth measurements relative to maximum depth.

4,2.4 Channel shape

Charurel shape is determined by geology and flow regime. Stream channel shape can

vary from near rectangular in stable small streams to parabolic in braided gravel bed

rivers. The general relationshipìs:

w=a"xY'" (3)

where b", the "shape exponent", varies with stream t¡pe and I is the mean section

level.
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Figure 4-3. Frequency distribution of Shape exponents for New Zealandrive¡s.
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Table 4-1. Shape exponents for New Zealandrivers.

River Exponent River Exponent

Ahuriri
Akatarawa

Aorere

Arnold
Ashburton

Baton

Buller

Clutha

Cosseys

Esk

Gowan

Grey

Hakataramea

Hawea

Hinemaiaia

Hurunui

Hutt

Inangahua

Kakanui

Kapoaiaia

Kapuni

Kaueranga

Kaupokonui

Kawhaka

Kopuaranga

Maerewhenua

Mangahao

Manganui

Mangaoraka

Mangatainoka

Mangles

Mararoa

Mataura

Moawhango

Motueka

Ngaruroro

Ohau (North)

Ohau (South)

Onekaka

Opihi

0.894

1.053

0.835

0.923

0.936

0.787

0.810

0.763

0.752

0,762

0.776

0.952

0.775

0.684

0.722

0.778

0.886

0.780

0.813

1.r19

0.973

0.975

0.964

t.067

0.66s

0.982

0.998

1.t25

r.t42
0.650

0.7sl
0.870

0.772

0.524

0.927

1.068

1.029

0.866

t.043

0.896

0.832

1.1 10

0.960

0.924

0.803

L043

0.770

0.833

0.738

0.7s8

0.778

0.947

0932
1.001

1,030

0.935

0.952

0.772

0.955

0.686

0.933

0.609

r.082

0.768

0.925

0.854

0.486

0.741

0.772

0.805

1.076

0.922

0.9r6

0.924

1'0l2
0.998

1.028

0.820

1.078

1.061

Orari

Oreti

Oroua

Otaki

Otematata

Patea

Pauatahanui

Pelorus

Pohangina

Rai

Rangitikei

Riwaka

Ruamahanga

Ruamahanga (upper)

Selwyn (upper)

Shag

Stony (Taranaki)

Taipo

Takaka

Tauherenikau

Tauranga-Taupo

Tawhiti

Tongariro (lower)

Tongariro (rppeÐ

Travers

Tutaekuri

V/aiari
'Waiau (South)

Waihou
'Waimakariri

'Waimana

'Waingawa

Vy'aingongoro

Waiohine

Waiongona

Waipara

Wairoa (Auckland)

Wâiroa (Nelson)
'Waiwakaiho

Wanganui
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Observe the general channel shape while taking measurements of depth and width.
Shape exponents are low (<0.7) for spring-fed streams or rivers confrned to a gorge

and high (>0.7) for unconfined alluvial and braided rivers (Figure 4-2,Table 4-l).

If the stream width is measured at two flows, it is possible to calculate the channel

shape equation.

and

W:
n-lu" - rzb.ll

where Y, and Y, are average depths.

(4)

(5)

4.2.5 Rating curve

Hydraulic controls and stream geometry determine how the water depth varies with
discharge. Typically, the discharge varies with water level or depth to the power of
1.5 to 4.

Q= a, xYb' (6)

Water levels in alluvial channels a¡e often controlled by friction and have a parabolic

channel shape. In these channels, discharge varies with depth to the power of about

2.5. Ir. is difficult to estimate the exponent b, and in most cases the variation of depth

with discharge must be established by measurement at two flows.

(7)

and

Q,a, =;; (8)
tl

This assumes that water depth increases linearly with level and that the¡e will be no

water in the channel at zero flow. This is normally the case in runs and riffles, but in

pools the water level at zero flow is the minimum level of the riffle at the downstream

end of the pool. For pools, the average depth I, must be adjusted to the height above

the water level at zero flow.
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4.2,6 Calculations

l. Calculate mean depth Y, at flow Q, from 5 equally spaced measurements of
depth (I.), including the maximum depth, in 5 runs.

Y, = average (Y) (e)

38

2. Calculate the mean depth I, at flow p, by subtacting the mean change in water

level (Q, to Q) from the ðepth Y, at Q,.

3. Calculate the rating curve exponents ø, å. from depths Y,, Yratflows Q,, Q2.

(10)

and

Q,d, = ÇEltl

4. Calculate the mean depth response curve (Y vs Q) from:

Q=a,xYb'

or

(l 1)

(12)

(14)

(1 3)

5. Calculate the channel shape coefficients a", b,from either an estimated exponent

(å. entered by user) or from measurements of channel width W,, W2 at mean

depths I/,, I,

and

W,' (15)a"=iÇ
¿l

6. Calculate the width and depth response curves (W vs Q and Y vs Q) from the

mean depth and channel shape coefficients:

W = a" xYb, (16)
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where

l/-

7. Calculate the velocity response curve (r/vs Q) from:

A=YxlIt

aY =-A

a
r-

YxW

4.2.7 Assumptions

These equations predict how average stream velocity and depth change with

discharge. The equations are based on logarithmic variation of stream width with

level and discharge with level, Predictions of stream depth and velocity are difficult

in any stream for very small flows, unless the models are calibrated at these flows,

whether using the methods of instream habit¿t analysis or a quick assessment method.

Logarithmic equations do not necessarily apply over the full range of water level

variation, but will certainly apply over the calibrated range. The relationships are not

accurate where there are changes in cross-section geometry that are not included

within the calibration range. For example, if a tapezoidal channel were calibrated

with water level varying along its sloping banks, the equations would not be accurate

when the water level was either above o¡ below those banks.

4.3 Worked s¡¿mple and validation

The quick method of calculating the relationships between flow and average river

width, depth and velocity was tested by comparing average width, depth, and velocity

predictions calculated from a habitat survey that included pools, runs, and riffles with

the predictions using the "quick" method. Cross-sections were randomly chosen.

The mean flow of the river used in this example was about 5 m3ls and calibration

measurements were made at this flow and at a higher flow. The rive¡ is a well-

confined river flowing through a steep gorge.

(t7)

(18)

(l e)

(20)

(2r)

(22)
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Ttble Ç2. Measured depths and widths at a flow oî 5.32 m3/s, and the wate¡ level rise at each
cross-section when the flow increased to 10 m3/s.

Mean depth (m) Widths (m) Water Level

Rise (m)

Run 1

Run 2

Run 3

Run 4

Run 5

0.52

0.65

0.44

0.80

0.25

15.80

16,30

16.55

18.00

20.tr

16.1s

16.85

17.27

18.40

21.43

0.170

0.223

0.2t7
0.204

0.172

0.532 17.35 18.02 0.r97

Q¡= 5.322

Qz= l0

Mean depth Y, = 0.532

4.3.1 Rating curve exponents (equations 10 and 11)

and

or=1
Yb,

å, = log(5.3 221 l0)nog(0.532/0.7 29) : 2.002

a, : 5.322/ (0.5322'oo\ : 1 8,828

and

W.o"=+

4.3.2 Channel shape coefficients (equations 14 and 15)
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b 
" 

= lo g(l 7 .3 5 / L 8 .02) llo g(0 .5 3 2 I 0 .7 29) = 0 . | 20

a,= 17.35/(0.5320'120) = 18,715

4.3.3 Depth and width response curves (equations 17 and 18)

I oliY=l-l
l_o, )

Y: (g/1g.g2g)Lz,ooz

simplified to

I= 0.2308 Q)o.aees

w=a-"lgl'c 
l-o, )

W = 18.715 (Q/I8.B2B)or/2'oo2

simplified to

W = 15.6956ør.osee4

4.3,4 Velocify response curve (equation 22)

V = el e g.T 1 5 (e/ 1 g. g2 g 
¡r.rztz.ooz¡

V= e/3.62Z5eo.ssrø

simplified to

V: 0.276 Q|.aao6
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Figure 4-4. Comparison of mean depth predicted by instream habitat survey of pools, runs, and

riffles (squares) with mean depth predicted by "quick" survey method (triangles).
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Figure 4-5. Comparison of mean velocity predicted by instream habitat survey of pools, runs, and

riffles (squares) with mean velocity, predicted by "quick" survey method (tiangles).
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Figure 4-6. Comparison of mean width predicted by insfream habitat survey of pools, runs, and
riffles (squares) with mean width, predicted by "guick" survey method (triangles).
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5. PROCEDURE FOR CALCI]LATING STREAM TOTAL AMMOI\IIA DOW¡{STREAM
OF INTI.OWS

GRÄHAM MCBRIDE, NTWA, EAMILTON

Definitions/explanations

Much confusion can arise in the usage of the term "ammonia". In this report I adopt

the following:

Total ammonia is the mixtu¡e of ammonia (NHr) and ammonium (NHo).

Neither species ever exists on its own in environmental samples. "Total

ammonia" is the USA terminology. It is sometimes also called "ammoniacal-

nikogen" in New Zealand. Because this graph uses USEPA toxicity limits, I use

"total ammonia" exclusively in this report.

Ammonia is "free ammonia" or "un-ionised ammonia" or "non-ionised

ammonia". It is sometimes used interchangeably with "total ammonia". I avoid

this. I do sometimes use "free ammonia" to reinforce its distinction from "total
ammonia".

Note that USEPA report ammonia and total ammonia as mg(NHr)lL, whereas we

commonly report it as mg(N)/L, or even F¿gQÐ/L (in which cases conversions need to

be applied).6

Toxicity to aquatic organisms concerns ammonia, not ammonium, but laboratory tests

measure total ammonia. The proportion of the total ammonia that is free (non-

ionised) is a function of the water pH and temperature, such that the higher these

variables are the more toxic a sample becomes, Therefore stream pH and temperature

are important variables in assessing steam toxicity.

The procedure

The result of the procedure is a graph that predicts the total ammonia concentration at

the downskeam end of a stream segment receiving multiple inputs. These inputs are

all downstream of an absfraction. The concentration is presented as a function of rate

of flow at the upstream end of the segment. The predicted concenkation can be

compared to toxicity limit concentations for appropriate stream pH and temperature,

taken from USEPA (1986).

6 e.g., converting mg(NHr)lL to ¡rg(N)ll- the factor is 14006.7/(14.0067 + 3x1.00797):
822.44.

5.1

5.2
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The procedure has too many parameters to easily lend itself to a nomograph

approach.

The graph invokes rather crude assumptions, as listed below. It therefore serves as a

rough guide for potential ammonia toxicity problems.

Mathematical details are given in the Appendix, including the FORTRAN code

(Amgraph) used to generate the graph. The subroutine used in that code explains

how the toxicity limits are calculated.

5.3 Assumptions

o Inflows are immediately and completely mixed over the sfeam cross-section.

o In-stream decline of total ammonia is first o¡der with respect to downstream

distance.

o The rates of flow of all discharges are approximately equal.

o The total ammonia concenffations of all discharges are approximately equal.

o The "total ammonia decay number" is constant. This requires that quotient Lx/U

is constant, where Â.r is the ave¡age spacing between inflows, and [/is the cross-

section average stream velocity.

o The maximum one-hour stream pH and temperature (required for calculation of
the one-hour maximum total ammonia toxicity limit) equals the daily maximum

sfteam pH and temperature.

o The maximum four-day steam pH and temperature (required for calculation of
the four-day maximum total ammonia toxicity limit, as promulgated by USEPA)

equals the daily-average stream pH and temperature.

5.4 Data required

These are:

Total ammonia concentration calculation

o the number of inflows (n),

¡ the minimum & maximum stream flow at the top of the segment (Q,oo, in litres

per second), upstream ofthe abstraction,

. the rate of water discharge from any individual inflow (Qn,in litres per second),

. the average spacing between inflows (Â.x, in mefres),

o the cross-section average stream velocity (U, in metes per second),

r the total ammonia concentration of any inflow (C,,, in milligrams of N per litre),
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o the total ammonia concenfration at the top of the segment (C,o, in micrograms of
N per litre).

Total ammonia toxicity limits

o The maximum one-hour sfream pH and temperature,

o The maximum four-day sheam pH and temperature.

5.5 Example

Take a stream segment with these data:

o number of inflows n = L0,

¡ raûge of stream flows at the top of the segment Q,op= 50 - 500 L/s,

. rate of water discharge from any individual inflow Q,,= I;0 Lls,

o àvarãEe spacing between inflows Â,r = 400 m,

. cross-section average stream velocity U = 0.3 mls,

o total ammonia concentration in each inflow Cn= lmg(N)/L,

o total ammonia concentration at the top of the segment C,oo= 20 FgOÐlL,

. daily maximum stream pH = 8.8,

. daily maximum stream temperature pH=24.0"C,

. daily-average sfream pH: 7 .2,

o daily-average streamtemperature pH:22.0'C.
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Running the Amgraph code we get the following graph (Figure 5-1).

3
z
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cttorr, 1000
o
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o
tÌt
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tr
o

Ê
G

õn:v
100

10 inflows each of 1 Us containing 10
average spacing = 400 m in a segment flowing at 0.3 m/s with

20 ug(N)/L total ammonia the top.
Sensitive fish species (e.9., salmonids) present

Figure 5-1. Change in total ammonia concentration with discharge.

This result shows how the total ammonia at the downstream end of the segment rises

with decreasing flow. It shows that for these data the limit of the one-hour-average

total ammonia toxicity limit is more constraining than the limit of the four-day
average (this is not always the case).
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Appendix. Mathematical background

Assume that we have a stream segment with a number (n) of inflows containing

ammonia. Assume too that once discharged into the stream the total ammonia

follows a first-o¡der decay (this is the most appropriate and robust assumption,

Cooper 1986). The general situation is as depicted below, where C is total ammonia

concentration and Q is stream flow. Either variable without a subscript refers to their

value at the downstream end of the segment. The flow is constant between inflows,

but concentrations reduce,

General case for mass balance.

First order decay means that for any uniform reach of length A; (i.e., with constant

c¡oss-section-average velocity t) the total ammonia concentration at the downstream

end is related to that at the upsteam end by

Q..--dCç-t)+: d="-ko,r/u (1)

where Æ is the stream total ammonia removal rate coefficient with units of reciprocal

travel-time, and LxlU is the reach travel-time. We may call a the "total ammonia

decay number".

Typical values of the three variables in amay be taken as:

k = 2 day-t (Cooper 1986, McBride et al. 1991),

Lx= 200 - 1000 m,

U :0.05 - 1.0 m/s,

from which, noting that there are 86,400 seconds in a day, we can calculate that the

range of the decay number is

Figure 5-2.
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(4u= exp[-{2/86400)x200l1.0] = 0.99 (a swift stream with densely packed inflows)

4ni,, = expH2/86400)x1000/0.05] - 0.63 (a slow stream with sparse inflows)

General mass balance

V/e wish to develop an equation for the total ammonia concentration at the

downstream end of a segment containing n inflows. We use mass balances of total

ammonia and water to do this.

Assuming immediate and complete mixing of inflows, we can write the instantaneous

mass balance of total ammonia just downsüeam of the first inflow (i.e., d = I on

Figure 5-2) as

QrCr* = Q,ooc,oo * Qn,rCn,, Q)

At the second inflow we have

QrCr* = QrCz- + Q^,rCn,, (3)

and using (1) this is

QrCr* = QtdrCt* * Qn,rCn,, (4)

where ø, is the total ammonia decay number for the uniform reach downstream of the

first inflow. Substituting (2) we have

QrCr* = d,(Q,ooC ro * Qn,rCr,r) + Qr,rC^,,

Fo¡ the third inflow we have

QrCr* = QrCs- * Qr,rC,n,, (6)

and again using (1) this is

QrCr* = QrdrCz* * Q*,rC^,, (7)

so that, using (5)

QrCr* = (dzdt)(Q,ooc,oo * Qr,rCn,r) + arQ,n,rC,n,, * Q^,rCw (8)

By induction we obtain the general equation for the nû inflow as

QC=(a,-rx...xar)(Q,ooCro+Q,,rCn,)*(a,-rx...xa2)Qin,rC¡,,2*...*Q.n,,Cin,n
(e)

(recall that Q and C are the water flow and total ammonium concentration at the

downstream end of the segment of r inflows). This general situation is not amenable

to simple solution, because the¡e are so many variables. So we make some gfoss

simplifications:

(a) ø, =constant=a

æ

(5)
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(b) Q,n,¡ constant= Q,

(c) C,nr= constant= Cn

Note that (a) does not mean that all of the components of the total ammonia decay

numbe¡ (i.e., k, Á; and [/) must be the same for all reaches; it merely requires that

kLxlUbe constant.

Using these assumptions (9) becomes

QC = (l + a + d,' +...+a'u)Q,nC,, + an-t QroCr, (10)

To obtain an equation for Qwe use the water mass balance, i.e.,

Q = Qr, * nQ¡n (1 1)

Substituting (11) into (10) and using the standard summation formula for the
geometric series in parentheses in (noting that a ( 1, as required), we obtain the

formula for downstream total ammonia concenhation:

C_ (12)
Q,oo * nQn

This solution can be made dimensionless by defining the "flow ratio" (q) and the total

( t- o'.t
t t- " J 

Q,nc,n + a'-'Q,oc,o,

ammonia ratio (c) as:

o ='ø-' e,,oo

and

C
L-

c,n

so, after dividing through by C,n, (12) becomes

(l-o'l
| 1- 

" 1ø 
+ dn-'c,o,

( 13)

(14)

L- (ls)
I+ nq

Note that c is a function of four parameters, i.e., c = c(d, n, Q, crcp), so that

presentation stored in two-dimensional nomograph form is not feasible. Therefore we

use direct dimensional solutions of (12) using a stored code. This code (Amgraph) is
listed in the following section (FORTRANprogram "Amg¡aph").

The code contains a subroutine (Ammcrit) that reproduces the ammonia and total

ammonia toxicity limits in USEPA (1986-and, as noted in its comments, corrects
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FORTRAN program "Amgraph"

PROGRIÀM Àmgraph
C CalculaÈes total ammonia (NH3-N + NH4-N) concenlraÈion [C, ug(N)/L] aE Èhe
c end of a segment receiving mulÈiple inflows, as a funcÈion of flow aÈ the toP
c of the segmenE (Qtop) , UseE eq. 12 wíth consta¡t-increme!¡È 10910 scale for
c QEop. ÀIso reproduces USEPA one-hour-average and four-day-awerage toEal
c ammonia limits, ag ug(u)/r,, user supplies daily maximum and average of bot.h
c pH aDd temperature Eo get these. Note t.hat USEPÀ reporÈ ntoÈal ammoniafi as
c mg(NH3/L), Eo a conversíon ie reguÍred.

C ouÈPuÈ checked by hand calculator, e.g., for u = 10, Qt.op = L}O L/s,
c Dx = 3OO m, U = 0.3 m,/s, Cin = 20 mg(W),/L, Qin = 1 I'/e, CEop = 20 ug(N)/L,
c Angraph gives C = 1656.2 ug(N) /I', as does a ha¡d calculator (using eg. ]-2l,
c Tot.a1 ammonia toxícíty limits checked against USEPÀ tables, as lroted in
c SI,BROUTINE AMMCR]T.

C Programmed by G McBride, NIWA, PO Box 11-115, t{amíIton, Nev, Zealar¡d, 2/91
c (email g.mcbrideoniwa.cri.tz, fax +64 ? 856-0151, phone +64 1 856-1L26).
c Written in MS FORTRAIiI 5.1 using ug-L-s units.

C Declarations
CTIÀRÀCTERil Fileno,g
C¡IÀRÀCTER*? presabs
CIIÀRACTER*12 Outfile
REAL K

C Open results fíle
100 WRITE (*,,(À\)t)' EnEer a one-digit resultE file number: '

REÀD (*,' (A)') Fileno
outfíle = 'Amgrapb' / /FíIetto/ /r .outl
OPEN (Unit=2, FILE=ouÈf ile)

C Get inpuÈ
vtRITE (*,'(A\)')' Number of inflows (n) = ,

REiAD (r, r) D
WRITE (*,'(A\)')' Qtopmin, Qtopmax, Qin (a11 iu L/e) = '
REÀD (*,t) QEopmin, QÈopmax, Qin
WRITE (*, ' (A\) ')' Dx (m) , U (m/s) = '
READ (r,r) Dx, U
WRITE (*,,(n¡¡,¡' cin [mg(N) /r,1 , ctop [ug(N) /Ll = '
READ (*,*) Cinm, Ctop
Cin = Cinm*lOOO. ! mg/L -> vg/I'
wRrTE (r,'(A\)') I daily maxímum plI and T (oC) = '
READ (*, *) pHmax. T'fnax
wRrTE (*,'(A\)') ' daily average pH and T (oc) = '
REÀD (r,*) pHave. Tave
wRfTE (*,,(A\),) ' SensiÈive species present or absent (P/A)? '
READ ¡*, | (A)') g

C One-hour-average and four-day-average total ammonia toxicity limits
IF (q .EQ, rPr .OR. g .EQ. 'p') THEN

presabs = 'present'
ELSE
presalrs = 'absen! |

ENDTF
CÀIJÍJ ÀMMCRI T ( Totl 1, Tot 14, pre eab s, pHmax, lÏnax, pHave, Tave )

Onehour = Tot11i14006.7/ (14,0061 + 3'*1'00797)
Fourday = Totl4*14006.7/ (I4 '0067 + 3.*1.00?97)

C Total ammonia decay coeffícient
k = 2. /86400.

C Screen and file headers

I mg (NH3 ) /r,
t ug (N) /L
! ug (N) /L

I per second

WRITE (r, *)
WRITE (*, *¡ I

WRITE (*,1¡¡
¡¡RITE (r,8)
WRITE (*. *)
WRITE (*, *¡

> lug (N) /r,] '

Amgraph resuÌlg for:'
n, QÈopmin, Qtopmax, Qin, Dx, U, Cinm, CtoP

presabs, pHmax, Tmax, pHave, Tave

' Qtop [f,/sJ c tug (N) /L] onehour tug (u) /¡l Fourday
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WRITE (2,9) Ourfile
WRTTE (2,i) ' SKIP FTRST EI,EVEN IJINES FOR I(ÀTJETDAGRAPI{ INPIITI
V{RITE (2, r )

wRrrE (2,t¡ r ###################*####'
V{RITE (2'r) ' # Angraph resultE for: #'
wRrrE (2,r)' ########################,
WRITE (2, r)
I,IRITE (2,10) n, QÈopnin, QÈopmax, Qin, Dx, U, Cinm, Ctop
WRITE (2, 8) presabs,pHmax, TÌnax,pHave.Tave
WRITE (2, * ) ' Qtop [L,/E] C tug (N) /Ll Onebour tug (N) /Ll Fourday

> lug (N) /LJ '

C SÈeady coefficienÈs
alpha = ExP(-k*Dx/U) I ammonium decay number
geoma = (1. - alpha**n) /(t. - alpha) ! series eum, dimensionless
a¡n1clop = (alphat* (n-1) ) *Ctop I ug (N) /L
emin = Qintcin ! inflow mass fl.ow tug(v),/sJ
enQin = ¡*Qin ! tot.al waÈer inflow (L,/s)

C SEârE Qtop cycle (consÈanE-incremenE 10910 Ecale), evaÌuaÈe C

nQEoplines = 100
nQtopinc =nQtoplines-1 !uo.ofgincremenÈs
Qtoplinc = (LoGIo (Qtopmax) - Locl0 (gtopmin) ) /nQtopinc ! log incrernent
DO 1 nQtop = l,nQtop1ines
IF (nQtop .EQ. 1) THEN

Qtop = Qtopmín
ELSE

QEop = Qtopi (10r*Qtoplinc)
ENDIF
C= (geoma*emin+anmlCtop*Qtop),/(Qtop+enQÍn) I ug(lr)/L

C write resulEs to screen (every tenth value) and to file (alI val-ues)
IF (MOD(nQtop,10) .EQ. 0) WRITE (r,21) Qtop, C, Onehour, Fourday
WRITE (2,21) QÈop, C, Onebour, Fourday

1 CONTINITE r end Qtop loop

C Report file. ÀnoÈher run?
WRITE (*,30) outfile
WRTTE (i,*) ' AnoÈher nrn? (0 = no, 1 = yes) |

REÀD (i,i) K
rF (K .EQ. 1) GOTO 100

C Format statements
8 FORMAT(' Sensitive species (e.9., salmonids) ',A/,' pHmax = ',F4.1
>,r, T'max = ',F4.1,toC, pHave = t,F4,1, r, Tave = r,F4.1,'ocr)

9 FORMAT(' This is file: ', À)
10 FORMÀT(r n = i ,Í2,,, Qtop¡nin = t,F4.O,' L/s, Qtopmax = t,F4.O,' L/

>s, Qín = ',F5.!,t L/8,'/'Dx = ',F4.0.,In, U = ',Ê4,2,1 rn/s, CÍn =
> ',F4,1' mg(N)/t, ctop = ',F4,1,' u9(N),/L')

21 FORÌ'IAT(2X, F8.3. 5X,8r2.5,6X, F6. 0, 10X, F6.0)
30 FORMAT(' Results sEored in file '.À)

END
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SITBROIIPfNE ÀMMCRIT (Tot]1. ToÈ14, preaabs, pHmax, TÌnax, pHave, Tave)
C Calculates USEPA ÈotaI ammonia límítg las mg(MI3) /¡,1 tot one-hour-average
c and four-day-average pH a¡d temperature for sensitive epecies either Present
c or absenÈ. Uses (corrected) algorithms listed in:
c (a) USEPA (1986) "wat.er Quality Criteriar, EPA 440/5-86-001.
c (b) USEPA (1985) "AnbienÈ water Quality Criteria for Ammonía - ]-9g4t,
c EPÀ 44015-85-110.
c (c) USEPA (undated, prob. SepE. 1986) "wat.er QuaIíty CriEeria UPdaÈe #1"

C This Program is a simple derÍvaÈive of its nore general form lttgp¡¡rft{3"):
c Èhat progran reproduces the USEPA Èables in fuII; this program returns ÈoEal
c a¡runonía conceDtratíon lÍmite for daily-average and daily-maximum pH and
c water lemperaÈure witb or wiEhout sensÍtÍve species (e.9., Ealmonids)
c present, Às in program EPÀ¡IH3 it reÈurns ÈÌrern in units ng(NH3)/L. So íf
c you wanÈ mg(¡l)/L, multiply Èhe resul! by ]-4.0067/ (14.0067 + 3r1.00797) =
e O.A2244 (USEPÀ uses 0.822),

C NoLe that Ehe total ammonia resultE produced by t.bis program differ from the
c EPA'e Èab1es by 1 in the last digit on a few occasions, Thís Ís because
c this program computes the free:total ammonia ratio as a funct.ion of pH and
c EemperaEure using the al.gorithm in lhe "FTArnProprr FUNCTION listed below.
c According t.o (b) USEPA used a lable iD Thurston et aI. (1979: "Àqueous
c Ammonia Eguilibrium - Tabulation of Percent Un-ionized Àhmolria". EPA Ecol.
c Res. ser. EPA-600/3-79-091, Duluth, MN). The two are slÍghtLy different'

C Uses EPA|s nomenclaÈure. NoÈe ÈhaE Èheir docußents are FULL of mathemaÈÍcal
c t)¡pos (doesn't anyone check anything?), and sometimes are conflicting.
c Note parÈÍcul.ar1y that:
c t the FPII breakpoint in (c) should be pH = 8, not 7.7 las in (a) and (b)l
c * careless uEe of rt<rrand tr=<rrsigns confuses the definitions of FPH and
c RÀTIO. By trial and error (by matching tbis program's outPuÈ to the
c USEPAIs tables) I Ìrave found thaE FPH = 1 when pH = I (ratsher tha¡ Ehe
c more complex expression that applies when pH < 8) , The confusion for
c RÀTIO doesn't matter, because ammonj.a is not evaLuaÈed aÈ the breakpoinE
. (pH=7.7).
c * lerms of the form lO^x are written as lo-x in (a), and x is ambignrous'

C PrograÌmned by c B McBríde, NIY¡A. Hamilton. New zealand Feb., 197

c (email g.mcbride@nÍwa.cri.nz, ph +64 1 8567126, fax +64 7 8560151).
c La¡guage is MS FORTRÀN 5.1. FT, TCAP, FPH and RjATIO are inÈernal variables
c as defined by USEPA (and corrected, as above),
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C Declaratioo
CHÀRACTERTT preeabs

C One-hour LimitE (uses pHmax and Trnax)
IF (presabE .EQ. 'present') THEN

TCAP = 20.
ELSE
TCAP = 25.

ENDIF
IF (plt¡nax .GT. 7.9999 ,ÀND. pHmax

FPH = 1.
ELSEIF (pHmax ,LE. 7.9999 ,ÀND.
FPH = (1.+10.i* (?,4-pHmax) ) /1.25

ELSE
WRITE (*,*) 'pH out of raDgel
s10P

ENDTF
IF (r'max . GE . - O . OOO1 ,AND. T'max . LT. TCÀP) THEN

FT = 10. *r (0. 93* (20. _TÌnax) )

ELSEIF (iFmax.GE. TCAP.AI.ID. IÌnax.LE. 30'0001) ÎHEN
FT = 10. ** (0. 93* (20. -TCÀP) )

ELSE
WRITE (+,*¡ ' T out of ra¡gel
STOP

ENDTF
Freel = 0.52/ (plrpp¡¡r2. ¡

ToÈL1 = Freel/FTAmProp (pHmax, Tmax)

C Four-day limits (uses pl{ave and Tave)
IF (presabs .EQ. rpreser¡t') THEN

TCAP = 15.
EIJSE

TCÀP = 20.
ENDIF
rF (pHave .GT. ?.9999,À¡ID. pHave .LE.

FPH = 1.
ELSEIF (pltave .LE. 7.9999 .AIID, pHave
FpH = (1.+10.*r (2,4-p¡Iave) ) /L.25

EI,SE
WRfTE (*,*¡ 'pH out of rangel
s10P

ENDIF
IF (Tave .GE. -0.0001 .ÀND. Tave .LT.

FT = 10. ** (0. 93+ (20. _?ave) )

ELSEIF (lave,GE. TCAP.ÀND. Tave 'IJE.
FT = 10. +* (0.03* (20 , -TCÀP) )

EIJSE
WRITE (*,*) ' T out of ranger
STOP

ENDIF
rF (pHave.GT. ?.?.Àl.ID. pHave.L,E. 9.0001) THEN

RATIO = 16.
ELSEIF (pHave .LE. ?.? ,ÀND, pHave .GE. 6'4999) THEN

RÀTIO = 24.r(10.** (7.2-pHave))/(1. + 10.*i(7,4-PHave))
EIJSE

WRITE ¡*,*¡ ¡pH outs of ra¡gel
STOP

ENDIF
Free4 = 0. 8Ol 1¡1*PPH*RÀTIO)
Tot14 = Free4/FTÀnProp (pHave, Tave)
END

FT NCTION FTAmProp (pH, T)
C CalcuLaEes proportion of toEal ammonia concenEragion thaÈ is in the free
c (u¡-ionised) form, given vrater temperalure and pH, ConcenEraÈíons for both
c forms must be the same, but ca! be either mg(N),/L or mg(NH3)/L.

c Uses equaÈions in Bowie eÈ aI. 1985, "RaÈes, Constallts, alld Kinetics
c Formul.atÍons in Surface Water Quality Mode1ling'r (2nd ed.), sec' 5'6'2,

| ,LE, 9.0001) THEN

pHmax .GE. 6.4999) THEN

9.0001) THE¡I

.cE. 6.4999) rHElr

TCÀP) THEN

30.0001) THÐI
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